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Caroline Mercer - Heads Up 
Making in clay is an exploration through play; playing with the possibilities that clay offers 
to capture connections we make with each other and our environment.  This collection, es-
pecially curated for AOTH, includes both ceramic ‘biographies’ and more recent, abstract 
work which showcases nature and captures moments
in porcelain.

Art at The Westgate
After being closed for almost 15 years, a team of local 
volunteers has worked to repair and improve key areas 
of the Westgate Hotel and create an exciting exhibition 
and event space in the city centre. 
The space combines traditional artwork with the 
fiercely contemporary, featuring graphic artwork by 
Josh Cranton, works by Miss Rie and Art by Georg 
(not sure of correct spelling on that). 

Suze de Lee - Feelings in Paint 1-3
Newport based artist Suze de Lee is a Poet and Artist. Working through the medium of 
text, collage and paint. Suzes current painting process drifts through memory, emotion and 
fantasy. A colloquy celebrating the singularities and multiplicities of the self; the shifts and 
constancies, distances and sudden blinding nearness’s of the real.

Newport Museum Family Workshops
The South Wales valleys landscape following the demise of the Coal mining and Steel 
industries. Photographs by Ron McCormick
.
“Every artist needs a sketch book. Personalise yours at our drop in workshops and use our 
collection to create your own artwork. 

Rhian Hutchings. Operasonic presents Re-Sounding Turmoil
six digital compositions inspired by the theme of protest created by student composers 
studying at Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama.

The Diverse Manners Arts Group is a collective of Newport based artists (some 
formerly Newport based). From 20th to 24 November, they will be transforming the 
ground floor of the Gaer Christian Centre into an art gallery, for an exhibition of new 
work by group members.

Danielle Mayer aka Cubeydoom
“My art focuses on random and surreal sensibilities. I enjoy creating hellscapes and weird 
abstract scenes, drawing inspiration from dreams and original ideas. My favourite medium 
is using POSCA pens and ink to create colourful and simple pieces of art.”

Rhys Powell - Charcoal Artist 
I am an amateur artist who is rediscovering the love and freedom art brings after not 
drawing for the past fifteen years I look to replicate fine details, shadows & textures with 
a limited range of colours & materials with the aim to recreate character & emotion in my 
own unique style.The majority of my works consists of large scale, realistic, animal por-
traits completed in charcoals focusing on prominent facial features. Whether it be a wide 
open lions mouth or glass like eyes of a gorilla, I try to recreate an image that is accessible 
to a wide audience.

Lucy Purrington
Drawing on personal experience, Lucy
attempts to externalise and transform 
her inner struggle with mental health into 
something tangible and relatable in her 
creative and surreal self portraits. These 
photographs aim to challenge negative 
perceptions and stereotypes. Accompa-
nying this exhibition are QR codes that  
access audio descriptions of 
the work.

CARPET Spoken Word ‘The Podcast Test’
 An evening of poetry, music and other words hosted by Frank Thomas and Justin Cliffe. 
Come along for a session of open mic followed by 4 featured artists who are on the up 
curve of awesome contemporary word formats. Fun, friendly atmosphere filled with with 
love, hope and live literature.

Bill and Ben’s Occasional Emporium
I am an obsessive maker of things - ceramics and stained glass decorative items, clocks 
and mirrors. Handmade (in Newport) Reusable Ceramic Drinking Straws - ideal stocking 
fillers!Rosemary Edwards 

- New Ecology
A series of new marine speci-
mens, made from marine litter 
washed up at Kimmeridge Bay 
2019 Highlighting specifically the 
environmental impact of plastic 
waste.The work gives a view of 
the future as to what will be in 
our oceans and how we might 
have to invent a new ecology.  
Edwards through working with 
waste and recycled materials 
highlights both the complexities 
of life and its fragility. 

Sarah Goodey
Potable Portable - an exploration of water and light. Cyanotypes.

Andrea Carney “Just what the doctor ordered” is a display of free-motion embroi-
dery inspired by plants and flowers used in the past by apothecaries. Handpost Chemist

Rebecca Hammett
I’m worried............... I cannot hear...................
as many................The hum......................of the 
bush.......................is not as clustered............where 
should I look......................Where are ........................
all the bees

I’m going to cover my eyes for the day and listen in a gesture of trust with the city of 
Newport. I hope to raise awareness of the disappearing of the bees. I hope that your all 
worried, so much colour and delicious food would be unlikely to survive with out our friend-
ly Pollinators and their co-inhabiting relationship with the flowers. I sit here and choose not 
to see for the day, but I hope you do take some seeds and remember not to pull up all the 
weeds, dandelions are good for bees. Put away pesticides maybe find other ways to pro-
tect besides. I hope when you plant your seeds you #AOTHsavethebees and enjoy these 
with your families.

NB: Part of this event is a promenade performance and will involve spending some time 
outside. It will start at St Marks Church from 10am, and end in the evening on Victoria 
Crescent in Baneswell as part of EXPRESS YOURSELF. Sensible footwear and warm 
clothing encouraged.

Stamp Your Map!

About Art on the Hill … Our Sponsors...

artonthehillnewport@gmail.com

Collect 10 different stamps from our venues and present your 
completed map at The Cwtsh between 12-5pm Saturday 23rd 
and 12-5pm Sunday 24th to enter our Arty Prize Raffle! There 
will be a lucky dip for younger mappers. Our raffle will be draw 
at 5.30pm on Sunday 23rd November at The Cwtsh.

2019 is our 3rd year with over 60 artists and 25 venues taking part in 
our weekend of art and creativity on the west side of Newport featur-
ing open houses, events and exhibitions. We hope that the residents 
of and visitors to Newport will enjoy finding art in far-flung places.

Art on the Hill is organised by volunteer co-ordinators Sarah Goodey 
and Kate Mercer, supported by Jo Sutton and Jenny Rohde Fallon, 
who wish to thank Cwtsh Community and Arts Centre, Diverse Mu-
sic, Le Public Space, The Riverfront Theatre, Newport Live, Newport 
Museum and Art Gallery, and all of our partners for their support in 
2019.


